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Velocity Acquired by an Electron in a Finite Electric Field in a Polar Crystal

K. K. THORNBER*t AND RIcHARD P. FEYNMAN

California Institttte of Technology, Pasadena, California 91109
(Received 24 November 1969)

The expectation value of the steady-state velocity acquired by an electron interacting with the longi-
tudinal, optical phonons of a polar crystal in a 6nite electric field is analyzed quantum mechanically for
arbitrary coupling strength, field strength, and temperature. The rate of loss of momentum by an electron
drifting through the crystal in the applied 6eld is expressed in a form in which the lattice coordinates (the
phonons) have been eliminated exactly by path-integral methods. This expression is then evaluated by a
path-integral approach similar to that used to calculate the impedance of electrons in polar crystals. We
present numerical calculations of field (loss of energy per unit distance) versus velocity for three coupling
strengths using the Frohlich polaron model. In a single curve, all the expected phenomena appear, including
a threshold 6eld for producing hot electrons and a decreasing rate of energy loss with velocity for very fast
electrons. Using only the experimentally measured values of the reststrahlen energy and the static and optical
dielectric constants, we find an energy loss of 0.025 eV/A, for electrons near the threshold in Al&03, which
compares favorably with the experimental value of about 0.03 eV/A. We conclude that optical-phonon
scattering can indeed produce the high rate of energy loss that is present in tunnel-cathode structures.

I. INTRODUCTION

NUMBER of years ago experimenters studying
the operation of cold-cathode, tunnel-emission

devices were surprised to find that electrons could lose
as much as 0.01 eV/A to 0.06 eV/A to the insulator part
of the device. ' ' Theorists were hard-pressed to explain
such results. Acoustic-phonon scattering can contribute
at most 10 4 eV/A; the band gap of the material
(&10 eV) is too large for pair production. As electrons
are coupled moderately strongly to the longitudinal
optical modes of the lattice, it was suggested that
optical-phonon scattering might be important. Perform-
ing a meaningful calculation, however, was hindered be-
cause the standard perturbation approaches, involving
mean-free-path or mean-free-time parameters and the
Boltzmann equation assuming independent collisions,
are not applicable. For example, the energy of an optical
phonon is typically 0.05—0.1 ev for these materials. This
fact would require a mean free path for phonon emission
of only 3 and 4 A and a mean free time of about 2g 10 "
sec in terms of&one-phonon processes. These parameters
are even less at temperatures where absorption is also
important. Either quantity emphasizes that quantum
interferences between the emitted phonons are impor-
tant. This immediately precludes the assumption of
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i For a review and assimilation of the experimental results see
R. M. Handy, J. Appl. Phys. 3'7, 4620 (1966). See also K. D.
Savoye and D. K. Anderson, J. Appl. Phys. 38, 3245 (1967).

~ Speci6cally, when electric fields of about 0.01—0.06 eV/A
are applied to wide band-gap metal oxides (e.g. , A1203), electrons,
injected into the bottom of the conduction band by tunneling
from near the Fermi level of the adjacent metal contact, are able
to lose to the crystal a sizable fraction of the kinetic energy they
acquire by falling through the impressed potential. This is mea-
sured by allowing the electrons to pass through a very thin metal
contact on the opposite side and emerge into vacuum. Their
energies are determined by using standard retarding field tech-
niques. For AI&O&, 0.03 eV/A is a commonly obtained value.

I'

independent phonon emissions and, consequently, the
use of Fermi's golden rule for the rate of emission.
Electric helds of the size used in the experiments can-
not be treated as perturbations, and the velocity of the
electrons is not sufficiently large that the energy loss in
any one collision is negligible. Thus, seeking to deter-
mine whether or not optical-phonon scattering can
account for the very large rate of loss of electron energy
observed, we at once face treating a transport problem
in which an electron is simultaneously rapidly acquiring
kinetic energy from a static electric field and rapidly
losing that energy to a dissipative medium, a situation
not assailable by existing perturbation or Boltzmann
techniques.

Our approach. is physical and direct. The simplest
question we can ask is this: Given an applied field in the
crystal, what is the expectation value of the velocity of
the electrons We may start the electron from rest, in
which case we ask for the expectation velocity after the
steady state is reached. As we increase the field, we ex-
pect to reach a point where the electron's acceleration
can no longer be controlled by the lattice. Above this
threshold the electron is able to drift to ever increasing
velocities unless other loss mechanisms with higher
thresholds such as ionization are introduced. We carried
out such a calculation' by extending to finite fields path-
integral methods, ' ' which have yielded such success in
calculating the energy, effective mass, and impedance
of the polaron for arbitrary coupling strength and tem-
perature. The calculation was excessively lengthy and
involved; however, it provided the key to the approach
used here, which gives the same result by a much
simpler and more physical method.

Under steady-state conditions the electron is, on the

~K. K. Thornber, PhD thesis, Part II, 1966 (unpublished).
The approach given here is also contained in this thesis.

4 R. P. Feynman, Phys. Rev. 9'7, 660 (1955), hereafter referred
to as I.

~ R. P. Feynman, R. W. Hellwarth, C. K. Iddings, and P. M.
Platzman, Phys. Rev. 127', 1004 (1962), hereafter referred to as
FHIP.
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average, acquiring kinetic energy by falling through the
impressed potential, the energy per unit distance being
just the applied field, and losing this energy by a net
emission of optical phonons. Being a steady-state
situation, the expectation value of the rate of change
of electron momentum is zero. Therefore, we begin
the calculation with the quantum-mechanical expres-
sion for the rate of change of electron momentum,
and then determine the expectation value of each oper-
ator in the equation. The quantity (p) is zero, and we
are left with an equation which balances the applied
field, or rate of increase of electron momentum, against
the rate of loss of momentum due to lattice scattering.
This result is an explicit dependence for the field in
terms of the steady-state velocity of the electron. The
key feature then is not to ask what velocity is obtained
for a given field. Rather, for a specific velocity, what
field is necessary to maintain that velocity, or more
generally, what energy is lost per unit distance by an
electron whose expectation velocity is specified.

We assume that only the (polar) optical modes inter-
act with the electron and that they do so in a very simple

way. Since we are primarily interested in the effect of
the phonon scattering, it is assumed that in the unde-

formed lattice the electron would move as a free particle
with possibly an altered mass. No limit is placed on the
strength of the coupling or the electric field, and the
temperature is arbitrary. If the applied electric field is
suSciently strong to alter the phonon dispersion rela-
tion or the coupling, it is the altered values which must
be used in our calculations.

Starting with the operator equation for the rate of
change of momentum, we eliminate the lattice co-
ordinates exactly using the path-integral method, and
then evaluate this expression by an approximate ap-
proach similar to that used in I and FHIP. In FHIP
the ac impedance of electrons in a polar crystal is deter-
mined for arbitrary coupling strength, temperature, and
frequency of the small, oscillatory, applied electric
Geld. Here we are interested in the zero-frequency but
Gnite applied field situation.

The nonlinearities inherent in this transport problem
emerge in a striking manner. Calculating energy loss

per unit distance, which is the applied field for velocities
below threshold and energy loss in the absence of an
applied field for velocities above threshold, we obtain
with increasing velocity first the strongly temperature-
dependent, low-Geld mobility, as found by FHIP in the
limit of zero frequency of the applied field. Then, for
initial lattice temperatures below the reststrahlen

energy, there is a rapid increase in the rate of energy
loss as the electron's translational kinetic energy ap-
proaches this optical-phonon energy. This is followed

by a temperature-independent threshold, or maximum

loss of energy with distance, and finally a subsequent
temperature-independent decrease as 1n(v)/v' for veloci-

ties well abovq tIireshold. For initial lattice tempera-

tures above the optical-phonon energy, the low-field
linear region passes smoothly through a broad temper-
ature-dependent threshold which portrays the domi-
nance of scattering from existing optical phonons. For
very large velocities, the weak coupling limit of the
solution gives the expected perturbation result. Thus, in
a single family of field-velocity curves with tempera-
ture as the parameter, all the expected physical phe-
nomena appear. Agreement with experiment is obtained
for phenomena occurring the the vicinity of the thres-
hold. We conclude that optical-phonon scattering can
produce the large loss of electron energy observed in
tunnel-emission devices.

II. FORMULATION OF TRANSPORT PROBLEM
IN TERMS OF ELECTRON

COORDINATES ALONE

If an electron is drawn through a crystal by an
externally applied electric field, its momentum is
changed by both the field and by the emission and ab-
sorption of phonons. Using operators, we may express
this by a simple conservation equation

where II is the Hamiltonian for the system and p is the
momentum operator of the electron. ' The Hamiltonian
is the sum of four terms —the kinetic energy of the
electron and the Hamiltonian of the lattice, which
commute with y, and the interaction of the electron
with the lattice U(, Q, . Q ) and with the applied field
—F x, where F represents the applied force. Inserting
into (1) gives

p =F—i+,Vj/A. (2)

If we now evaluate the expectation value of both sides
of (2), we obtain

(4)

6 Equation (1) is valid whether or not II is a function of time;
however, to yield exact results it must be sandwiched between
exact wave functions (or used with an exact density matrix) of II,

because in the steady state (p)=0. This equation
expresses the equality between the rate of increase and
rate of decrease of electron momentum under steady-
state conditions.

To calculate (7 V), we must determine the density
matrix p& of the electron-lattice system in the steady
state. To do so, we formulate the problem by specifying
that at some time t=t& we inject the electron into the
lattice, which itself is in thermal equilibrium in the
presence of the applied electric field, and then wait until
the steady state is reached, that is, until (p) =0.Thus to
within a normalizing constant p~, =exp( PFIh~t, ;„), —
P =1/kT. For t)t~, we solve
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obtaining~ '
t

pt=exp —i FI,ds A pt, exp i H, 'ds' h . 5
tj t1

This gives us the density matrix for t) t&, a nonequilib-
rium situation. The «,U) is now given by

«.U) =TrL(~.U)p], (6)

=Tr(p&Ak) as a function of the expectation steady-state
velocity of the electron, we shall obtain a relationship
between the applied held and this velocity.

The problem of integrating Tr(p, ) over the crystal
oscillator coordinates has been solved in I and FHIP.
We use this result to determine Tr(p&gk) in the follow-

ing manner. If we write H, and FI,' as

H. =p, '/2m —F(s) x,+P cu, a, taq

and to obtain the steady state, we will let 5 —+~.
The model Hamiltonian preserving the essential

physics of the problem of an electron interacting with
the vibrational modes of the crystal in an electric field is and

+P (C,L1 —y8, , k8( —t)], ' "
+C,*L1+y8,, k8(s —t)]a,te—' " }

H =p /25$ —F x+p 4&kaktak

+U—1/2 Q(C a eik ~ x+C 4a te ik ~ x)— (7)

H =p, '/2m —F'(s') x,.'+g a)qa, ta,
q

+Q (Cga, e'~ *"'+C,*aJe—'& " "},

Here uk~ and ak are the creation and annihilation oper-
ators for phonons of momentum k, frequency cok,

coupled to the electron via the coupling coefficient Ck,.
p is the momentum of the electron, x is its coordinate,
m is its effective mass in a Axed lattice; V is the crystal
volume; F= —eE, e is the magnitude of the electronic
charge, E is the applied electric 6eld in the crystal.

As a specific example, we shall later use Frohlich's
model' of the polaron in which

where
Ck = (—A&uk/A) (A/2midk) '"(47m) 't'

n (e'/A=) (1/ „e1/ )—(em/2Acok) '"
)

cok = 1 independent of k, e, is the static dielectric con-
stant of the material, and e„ is the optical dielectric
constant.

%e now maintain the usual convention of setting
A = 1, working with a unit volume, and incorporating e
into E so that —eE —+ E.

If we insert the Hamiltonian (7) into (1) and carry
out (2) and (3) we obtain

(A)i, = Rke'~ D(x)D(x') (9a)

where J'J'D(x)D(x') is the path integral over x and x'
between /i and /~,

(-,'mxi2+E x,)dt— (-', mx, "+E x,')dt

+i ZICkI'
t2 t

dt dt'(T. k(t t') e-'"—&*i'

+T ic(t tl)eik ~ (x& x&~) T— (t t~)eik ~ (xi xi~')—
—T „*(t—t')e-'" &*"—*'&], (9b)

T ()= '"'/(1- '"")+ '""'/('""-1) (9)

8
Tr(Z„p,) =

I Tr(p, )]I,=„
Bp

where p, is given by (5) and p&, =exp( —P Pk cokak ak).
The result is

where

E=+ k(Ak),
Rk ——ICkI'

t2 &
—i', teak(tm —t)t, ik (xg2—xg)

1—e
—&"k

Rk —— i(Ck*ak—te '" * Ckake'' —'*). (Sb) ~i(ok (tg—t) te
—sk ~ (xg2—xg) g'e&ak (t2—t)~

—'tk ~ (xg2—xg')

The (Rk) may be interpreted as the net rate of emission

(rate of emission less rate of absorption) of longitudinal
optical phonons of wave vector k, and k may be inter-
preted as the change of momentum of the electron. E is
just the rate of increase of electron momentum. Equa-
tion (Sa) expresses the fact that in steady state this
gain and loss just balance. If we can evaluate (Rk)

' Here the time-ordered operator notation is used (see Ref. 8):
Unprimed operators to the left and ordered right to left with
increasing time, and primed operators to the right and ordered
left to right with increasing time.

R. P. Feynman, Phys. Rev. 84, 108 (1951).
H. Frohlich, Admnces in Physics, edited by N. F. Mott

(Taylor R Francis, Ltd. , London, 1954), Vol. 3, p. 325.

g
—'teak (t2—t) ~'tk ~ (xg2—xt')

(9d}
e&"k —1

Relation (9) includes all quantum interferences in
the emission and absorption of phonons, real and virtual,
and represents a substantial simplification of the prob-
lem in that the oscillator coordinates have been elimi-
nated exactly. The expression (9), however, is still
quite complicated, and we know of no exact way to
perform the two-path integrals over the electronic co-
ordinates. Thus we must use an approxima, te methocL
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We point out, moreover, that the only term which gives
us trouble and, therefore, which must be approximated,
is the square bracketed term in the exact action, C', (9b),
and this involves only the electron-lattice interaction.
Neither the electric field term in this action nor the
Ek term, representing the Hamiltonian, need be altered.
This is crucial, because the most sensitive dependence
between the field and the velocity is governed by Rk.
If, for example, the Hamiltonian is approximated in the
usual way by the dipole approximation, the resulting
R& (and the new action) can give only the usual linear
theory of field versus velocity. As we shall see in Sec. III,
we may evaluate (9) by modifying C', but not Ra. This
ensures that the basic physical features of the problem
will be maintained.

III. METHOD OF APPROXIMATION
AND THE RESULT

The heart of the problem is how to represent the
interaction of the small system, in which one is usually
interested, with a dissipative system so that the problem
may be treated directly, yet without losing its essential
physical features. Approaching this problem from the
quantum mechanics of Hamiltonians is difficult and
cumbersome. One reason is that is is impossible to
introduce loss into a one-particle Lagrangian or Hamil-
tonian. However, by using the path-integral approach,
in particular the concept of the inhuence functional, "
it is often possible to obtain enough physical insight into
the nature of the dissipation to formulate a solvable
approximation and to use this approximation in a well-
dehned manner. Additional accuracy can be obtained
by introducing parameters or functions in the approxi-
mate infiuence functional which can be determined in-

dependently through a variational principle. Such a
procedure was quite successful in treating the ground-
state energy of the polaron. 4 However, neither in FHIP
nor in the present paper has a variational principle
emerged for the impedance, in the former study, or for
the Geld-velocity dependence developed here.

A physically very reasonable approximation for the
influence functional exp(iC, ) of Eq. (9) was developed
in I to treat the ground-state energy and in FHIP to
treat the impedance of the polaron. These results in-
dicate that this model yields the essential features of
the physical phenomena expected. The approximation
consists on modifying the eight terms in (9b) of the
exact form

P ~
Ca'exp( ik (x,' ——x, '))e' &&'—"&.

Jt

These assume the approximate form

—Ce'"&' "(x'—x ')'

where C is the relative strength and x is the frequency of
the oscillator. The frequency in the thermal factors in

' R. P. Feynrnan and F. L. Vernon, Jr., Ann. Phys. (N. Y.)
24, 118 (1963).

(9b) is also changed from e», to tt&. In I, parameters C
and m were determined so that this oscillator interaction
approximates the effect of 4, as closely as possible in
the sense of yielding a minimum ground-state energy.
[In the Frohlich model this term is (n/v2)e'&' '&/

X ~x,
' —x, ' j, a Coulombic interaction oscillating in time.

However, if in the Frohlich model one accounts for the
discreteness of the ionic lattice by limiting the above
summation over k to ~k~ &k,„ instead of summing
over all k, for small ~x,

' —x,.'~ the interaction is har-
onic, being proportional to (x,' —x, ')'.)
Our problem is somewhat different from that treated

in I and FHIP, and hence we must modify this approxi-
mation somewhat. In calculating the ground-state
energy' the mean velocity of the electron was zero, and
hence there was no net translation. Here, however, the
electron translates with some finite, expectation steady-
state velocity v in addition to its Quctuations. Thus we
should first transform the integrations in (9) to a
reference frame moving with the electron. Formally
this can be done simply with a change of variables. In
this frame the electron Quctuates about its mean posi-
tion as it does in the ground-state energy calculation.

This change of reference frames leads to another
difference which should be included in the approxima-
tion. As will be seen shortly from Eq. (10c), the change
of variables x, =y,+vt, x&' y, '+vt leads ——to a modi6-
cation of the frequencies cok —+ cok&k. v. Hence, now
one should couple the electron to a distribution of oscil-
lators of various frequencies rather than to a single
oscillator with a single frequency as was done in I and
FHIP. This possibility was indicated in Sec. 7 of FHIP,
and we shall mak. e use of it here.

To carry out the above program we first change
variables as indicated, absorbing constant factors into
the normalization. The result of this is still an exact
expression, "only now y is the coordinate of the electron
with respect to its mean position in time:

where

R 'e'e 'D(y)D(y'), (10a)

C'e— ( ', my&'+E y-&)dt (-', my&—"+E y, ')Ch

a(1 ~')e~'a (van v~~& g (~ 1')e—~&—(vc v~"&—
—5 *(1—1')e+'" &v"—v'&j (10b)

kT

5 a(r) = +—,e», '=n», —k v, (10c)
1—e &"k e~"k —1

"In (10b) we have used
~
C a ~' =

~
Ck

~

' and cog =a& a to change
the sign of k in the last two exponentials. These follow quite
generally from the time-reversal symmetry of the physical
phys. gag. gnat +g,racterizing the interaction and the oscillators.
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t2 e
—io~k' (t2—t) eik ~ (y~m —y S)

dt
1 —e

—&"k

ei teak' (t2—t )e—ik (y t2—y t ) ei otk' (t2—t) e—ik ~ (y t2—y t')

e~"k —1 1—e ~"k

e
—icok' ( t 2—t ) eik ~ (y ~2

—y ~' )

(10d)
ei'"k —1

To see how we take advantage of this transformation
and introduce the approximate inQuence functional,
expand the square-bracketed expression in Fq. (10b) in
powers of k y. The zeroth-order term vanishes; a first-
order term and all higher odd-order terms enter which
would be absent in the untransformed (or v=0) inte-
grals; all even-order terms above the zeroth enter as
before, 4 ' except for the altered frequencies (&ox

—+ tax')

in the time-dependent phases of the integrand. As
mentioned above, in I and FHIP (where v=0) the spirit
was to simulate the harmonic and all higher-order terms
by a single-harmonic term with frequency and coupling
strength derivable from minimizing the free energy.
Here, besides introducing a distribution of oscillators
to represent the new spectrum of frequencies, we see
that in the v~0 frame the potential is clearly not sym-
metric in the &v direction. This suggests using a linear
term of the form

F (t) (y —y')«

to simulate all of the odd terms of the expansion. Fs(t)
would then also have to be determined from some other
principle. Unfortunately such a term can have no effect
on the result. "

The arguments given above suggest that the dynam-
ical behavior of the electron might be described approxi-
mately if we replace the exact inhuence functional by
exp(ice), where now

(-,'m its —-', mjt's)dt —i dQ G(Q) dh dh'

X[To(t—t')(yt' —yt ')'+T&*(t—t')(y, —yt )'
—T (t —t')(y —y ')' —T.*(t—t')(y' —y )'3 (»)

"The coeKcient of the first-order term in the expansion of
(10b) is independent of time. This suggests F0 should be independ-
ent of time. If this is the case, then the final result (13) is in fact
found to be independent of this constant. Hence nothing is gained
by inserting such a term. One can easily let Fo(t) be a function of t
and carry out the path integrals as in Appendix A without addi-
tional complication. But then one is faced with what such a time
dependent Fo(t) would represent physically in the context of our
problem. Surely such a coefficient must be translationally in-
variant in absolute time as are coefFicients of all higher processes,
and only Fo(t)=const satisfies this requirement. (The reason
that the F0——const case does not lead to additional terms in the
final result is easy to see. A uniform applied field superimposed
on a harmonic potential is just a shifted harmonic potential of
the same strength. This clearly can have no ef'feet on the fIuctua-
tions of the electron in its well. )

e—i(oak—k v)$

e
—s'x«f' (13a)

e~"k —1

dj+~C ~'kT (&)e '"'fe ~'xtt'f' (13b)

Recalling our basic equation (Sa), we may interpret
this result as an expression for the electric field E
needed to balance the net loss of energy per unit dis-
tance (or momentum per unit time) to the polar crystal
to maintain the steady-state translational velocity v of
the electron, whose interaction with the lattice is
characterized by the Ct, of (7). In (13) we have set

Its(&) =&e(&)—&e(0)

1—e'"& 1—e '"&

dtoL —I'(to)] —+
1—e I'" e&"—1

(13c)

Ee(&) and I'(co) are introduced and discussed in Ap-
pendix A.

In Sec. IV we develop a physical feel for (13) by
examining several limiting cases and comparing these
with results obtainable by other means. Then in Sec. V
we shall use the Frohlich polaron model for

~
Ct, ~' and

ddt, and the one-oscillator approximation' for G(Q) to
obtain numerical results. The physics we have main-
tained in our method will then be strikingly apparent.

For the present section let us make several observa-
tions regarding our result (13). There are really two
ways in which E depends on v: The explicit dependence,
which in the phase of the integrand is a very sensitive
dependence, and which we have preserved in its correct
form, and (possibly) an implicit dependence in Ee($)
which would arise indirectly through the choice for our
result of a best possible distribution of oscillators G(Q)

"At this point the reader should note that we have in using
G(Q)Tg(t —t') in (12) not used the most general approximation
suggested by our expansion of (10b). Such an expression would
be Gq(ft) exp(ift(t —t')]+G2(Q) exp) —ift(t —t')] for 0&0& ~,
or simply G'(n) exppiQ(t —t') j for —~ &Q& ~. Our form as-
sumes that the effective oscillators are not only in thermal equi-
librium but in equilibrium at the initial lattice temperature. We
work out the problem for this more general approximation in
Appendix B. The result may be used to evaluate E versus v if
one wished to use for the distribution of oscillators just that one
given by the quadratic terms of (10b). This would introduce a
velocity dependence into the trial influence functional which is
absent in (12).

and where To is as given in (9c)."As discussed above,
we have introduced the oscillator distribution G(Q) for

~
CI, ~' to partially compenstate for the error introduced

by using a parabolic potential in place of the true po-
tential. Making this substitution and using the general
path integral evaluated in Appendix A, we obtain the
explicit relation shown between the applied electric field
E in the lattice and the expectation, steady-state velo-
city v of the electron.

ei(otk—k v)$

k 1 —e
—~"k
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with steady-state velocity. ' " For lack. of a better
criterion we will not consider this latter possibility. We
should note, however, that if we change the integration
of $ from Im($) =0 to Im(g) = ~P, we obtain a form con-
venient for numerical work,

COS cok

d(g(Ck~'k-
smh(-', P~k)

where now
ye—ik v(r+ip/2)e k&Kp—'($) (14a)

K8'(() = der [—I'((u) ]

E—p=Q Irk„
k

(15)

which, as described in Sec. II, expresses, in the spirit of
the correspondence principles, the balance between the
rate of increase of electron momentum in the applied
field E and the rate of decrease due to scattering by the
crystal and due to inertial acceleration. The steady-
state criterion entered twice in our solution: first in
setting (p)=0, second in the evaluation of (Ak). We
shall see that under certain restricted conditions, if E
is interpreted as the rate of momentum lost to the lattice

"If we could find a variational principle for the field-velocity
dependence, we would obtain the best G(Q) possible for our result
as a function coupling strength, temperature, and velocity.
Using the one-oscillator distribution4 and the variational principle
for the free energy, the parameters are found to be relatively
sensitive to coupling strength but insensitive to temperature
(Refs. 15 and 16). We must assume here that the dependence with
velocity is also insensitive.

'5 Y. Osaka, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 22, 437 (1959).
"M. A. Krivogloz and S. I. Pekar, Bull. Acad. Sci. USSR 21,
(1957); 21, 13 (1957);21, 29 (1957).

1—cos(cv()
X tanh 4 (v — 14 b

sinh (—',pa&)

and where, in reality, only the real part of e '~*'(&+'~~')

enters. In this form the coeKcients of k' in the exponent
is purely real, so that to the extent whereby the phase
of the integrand is the sensitive function of the veloc-

ity v, the dependence of K~' on velocity will be less
important.

Up to this point we have been using applied 6eld, rate
of change of electron momentum, and loss of energy per
unit distance interchangeably. Naturally, we would
expect that as we apply stronger and stronger electric
fields a point is reached, where no steady-state drift
velocity will exist for the electron. Indeed, our result
(13) contains this as we point out in our discussion of
the numerical result for the Frohlich model. How can
we interpret our result for velocity above this threshold,
especially when throughout our discussion we have
imposed the steady-state condition that the expectation
values do not change in time.

Rewriting (2) with the help of (8) but not imposing
the steady-state restriction we have

in scattering, (13) may be physically meaningful even
when the steady state is not possible.

Qualitatively our result (13) can be divided into two
regions in the velocity v. The function E(v) rises mon-
tonically from zero at v=o to a threshold ETh at some
z», and then falls montonically to zero for infinite v.
Physically these two situations correspond to what we
shall call the stable and the unstable regions, respec-
tively. For v(~», should the velocity of the electron
increase, the corresponding loss increases above that
which the electron gains from the applied field. Con-
sequently, its velocity must decrease. Similarly, if the
velocity decreases, it will gain from the field more than
it loses to the lattice, and hence its velocity will increase.
In this sense the motion is stable: the electron drifts
with an expectation velocity v, and its average loss of
momentum per unit time, its average loss of energy per
unit distance, to the lattice is just balanced by the
applied field.

For v) v Th this situation is quite diferent. First, we
stress that we do not mean E)ETi, for this situation.
To be sure, if the field exceeds the threshold for a given
temperature, that is, the maximum rate of loss to the
crystal at that temperature, the steady-state velocity
is no longer meaningful, at least in the manner which we
have used it. For E)8Th the problem is no longer a
steady-state one: the electron accelerates indefinitely
(unless, of course, another mode of energy loss is intro-
duced, such as pair production). Thus, in this paper
our treatment applies only to applied fields below
threshold.

If now the field is below threshold and the velocity
exceeds vrh, the loss to the crystal is still given by (13),
assuming a steady-state situation, and this loss can be
compensated by an applied Geld. This situation, of
course, is unstable. If the velocity decreases, the loss
increases, which further decreases the velocity, etc. ,
until a stable steady state is reached at the applied field,
but for the corresponding v(v ~i,.Thus, while our results
give us the loss for steady-state velocity above thres-
hold, this situation as a steady-state phenomenon is
probably not physically realizable.

An alternative interpretation for v) vTh is apparent
from Eq. (15).If there is no applied field, then determin-
ing the expectation value of (15) would give us a time-
dependent relation for the loss of momentum in time.
If in addition i7.((v, where v is the electron velocity and
r is a valid "collision time, " then (13) could be used to
obtain the rate of loss of electron momentum to the
crystal. And if there is appreciable persistence of the
initial momentum, a rather unlikely situation except in
the limit of very fast particles, (13) can provide the
rate of loss of energy with distance. For example, while

it can be hard to calculate loss in a transient situation,
here we visualize applying a field which just compen-
states the loss, and we perform the somewhat easier
steady-state solution to determine this loss.
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This leads to an interesting situation. Suppose we

apply an electric field Eo&E» to the crystal and then
somehow inject electrons with velocity e,)vTh. Given
Ep(ETk, (13) is satisfied for Iioo values of velocities
mo and v~ and vo&vTh&'t)j. . If now v;&e~, the electron
will lose less energy per unit distance to the crystal than
it can gain from the applied field. In this case the elec-
tron is accelerated until pair production dominates.
If v;&v&, then the electron will lose more energy per
unit distance to the lattice than it gains from the
applied field. In this latter case the electron will de-
celerate until steady state is reached for e=vo ~ This
essentially serves the function of a particle detector for
velocity.

IV. COMPARISON WITH OTHER RESULTS

To obtain additional insight into our relation (13)
we turn to three special limiting cases: the weak cou-
pling limit, the small-field, small-velocity limit, and the
low-frequency limit (of the impedance).

A. Weak Coupling Limit

I et us brieQy consider the special case of the electron
in the crystal lattice under the hypothesis that the
interaction is so weak that we may consider the col-
lisions with optical phonons to occur essentially inde-
pendently; that is, su%ciently separated in ™eso that
the quantum interferences between these collisions are
negligible. Under these conditions Ee(P) in (13) as-
sumes its free-particle value" of (—if+//P)/2m.

This result may be obtained more simply as follows.
The above weak coupling criterion permits us to use
Fermi's Golden rule to calculate the transition rate
between free-electron states

~ p) and
~

p') due to scatter-
ing with optical phonons. H we average over a thermal
distribution of phonons, then the rate to pass from

~ p)
to

~

p') by phonon absorption is simply

27r~Ck~'8( —k'/2m —p k/m+cok)/(ee"k —1), (16a)

where k =y' —y, and that by phonon emission is

27r~Ck~'8( —k/2m+p k/m —"k)/(I —e ~~k). (16b)

Writing

and equating the electric field, or gain of momentum
per unit time, to the loss of momentum per unit time
to the lattice as given by these rates, we obtain the

"Reference 4, p. 664; Ref. 5, p. 1012.In the weak coupling limit
and for a single-oscillator model, the free energy is a minimum for
mp=1, vp=1. The choice gives what we call the free-particle
Xp($). The trial oscillator has the frequency of the lattice and is
not coupled to the electron. F(co) =8'(co}/ns in our notation here.

relation

et((ok—k v)$ e i—((uk k—.v)$)
IPP~C, [n

k 1 e ek ee~k 1

Ig2 ( $2

)&exp —
~

—i(+—,(17)
2m& P

where the zero-order distribution for the electrons is
taken as a drifted Maxwellian whose mean velocity is
equal to the steady-state velocity v. This is just our
result (13) with E'(P) replaced by its free-particle
value. '~ As the coupling is increased, the importance of
higher-order scattering is represented in our result by
Ke((), departing signi6cantly from this free-particle
value. One effect of this is to enhance the apparent
mass of the electron. 4

It should be emphasized that this weak coupling
limit of our result does rot agree with the mobility
obtained from standard Boltzrnann treatments applica-
ble for sufficiently low temperature. ' It differs slightly
in its temperature dependence as discussed in FHIP
(p. 1014 and Sec. VI). Based on the method used here
to obtain our relation (13), the explanation for this
difference given in FHIP no longer applies. At present
we do not understand this disagreement.

B. Small Static Field (Low-Velocity) Limit

The drift of electrons in a polar crystal in a very
small, static, electric field can be treated in a manner
closely paralleling the treatment in FHIP for arbitrary
coupling and temperature. ' The result of such a calcu-
lation is

df +~Ck~k( —i$k v)T„k(])e—"'x&'&&. (18)

If we take the low-velocity limit of our result (13), we
obtain just this result. This is important because there
is no g priori reason why the approximate method of
summing the expansion used in FHIP should be equiv-
alent to the method of rates used here. This equivalence
is also brought out by using this method of rates to
derive the general result for the (ac) impedance of
FHIP. This calculation is outlined in Sec. IV C below.

C. Low-Frequency Limit of Impedance

Another check on our result is to find the zero-
frequency limit of the real part of the impedance calcu-
lated in FHIP jKq. (41)).This limit gives the electronic
mobility for arbitrary coupling and temperature, and
agrees with the low-velocity limit of our result (13).As
was stressed in FHIP, careful attention had to be given

'8 A novel Boltzmann treatment for arbitrary coupling has been
carried out by L. P. KadanoG, Phys. Rev. 130, 1364 (1963).
Again his result and our result (24) differ by the same factor 3P.
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to this limit because the approach used to sum the
expansion of the admittance was subject to question
for zero frequency. Their result, however, is not subject
to question at zero frequency: it can be derived using
our approach which avoids the zero-frequency problem.
We outline this brieRy.

To determine the impedance of the electron in the
polar crystal, we may write the expectation value of
(15) after steady state is rea, ched (in this case after the
transients have decayed) as

( i(p—)Z„xe '"'—+(p'xe '"—=P k(Ag) (,
k

(19)

where Z„ is the impedance defined by Zi =E, 5 is the
(complex) amplitude of the vibration, and e ' ' is the
time dependence of the oscillation of frequency co

LFHIP use exp(ir t)j. Perform the (Aq), , as in Sec. II,
making the change of variables x, =y~+xe '"' in the
path integral and expand this result for x small. "The
result is

the threshold field and threshold velocity. Our numeri-
cal results (Figs. 1—3) show these effects nicely. Numer-
ical results for the weak coupling limit have been given
by Stratton. "

We now evaluate our result (13) numerically using
the Frohlich' model of the polaron for

~
CI,

~

' and (p~ and
the single-oscillator inRuence functional4 ' for coupling
strengths of 0, =3, 5, 7, and for reciprocal temperatures
P between 20 and 0.001. In our units P is the ratio of the
energy of the longitudinal optical mode to the average
thermal energy of the lattice kT. Typical longitudinal
reststrahlen energies range between about one-third
room temperature and six times room temperature. "

For numerical work it is convenient to use the form
of our result given in (14) with r(s= 1. For the Feynman
model, Ee'(() becomes

1 78o vp —Zap

Fe'(5) =—
2 'vp "No sp

where

$gZg =Q)2 df(1 —e'"&) Im)S(f)j, (20a)
cosh(-', pep) —cost p$ p+—+-;p, (»)

sinh(-', pt(p) p

S(~)=+ ~C, ~'-'t'2' (~)e-~'"p(t& (20b)

is identical to the final result of FHIP for all frequencies.
The physical features of this result were discussed in

great detail in FHIP. In particular, it was possible to
show how the expression for the dissipation at low
temperature could be written to show explicitly how the
absorption and emission of both phonons and photons
from the fields were represented complete with cross
sections for these processes. It is difficult, however, to
represent the essentially continuous change of state
of an electron in a static electric field by the emission
and absorption of photons. Thus in describing our result
it was convenient to go back to the classical idea of
balancing rates of momentum gain with loss.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR FROHLICH
POLARON MODEL

Physically we would expect that as the steady-state
velocity of the electron increases so that its kinetic
energy approaches the energy of the optical phonons,
the emission of optical phonons will become dominant
and the velocity will tend to saturate with increasing
field. As the velocity exceeds this threshold, the loss to
the lattice should diminish with increasing velocity, as
we would expect from a perturbation treatment for a
very fast electron. For P) 1, the loss should be essen-
tially independent of temperature above threshold: It
goes as cothP. As the temperature is increased above the
optical-phonon energy, scattering from thermal pho-
nons will tend to suppress these features and increase

'9 If we use i/( —ice) in place of x, then the limit co —+ 0 is easily
seen to cause no difhculty.

s'Ps'" sinh( —',P)

cos(-', ps) f s' —1
X ds exp~ —g'

[A(s)]'i' ( 2A(s))

where
X(cos(x's/A (s))—s sin(x's/A (s))$, (22a)

4 vp —top cosh(sP'Pp) —cos(ssp'vP)
A(s) =s'+1+ — . (22b)

p wppp sinh(rsPt(p)

The magnitude of p limits the velocities for which these
expressions can be integrated using Simpson's rule on
an IBM 7094 computer. For small P it is possible to
integrate beyond the velocity threshold, for P) 10 the
threshold can only be approached due to the violent
sinusoidal oscillation. To complete the curves it was

20 R. Stratton, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A246, 406 (1958).
"The longitudinal reststrahlen Acyl, can be determined from the

experimentally measured transverse reststrahlen (Acuz) frequency
using col, /orz =(e,/e )&, where e, is the static dielectric constant
and e„ is the electronic contribution to the dielectric constant.
It can alternately be found as in Ref. 23."While one would expect these values to be valid only for large
P (low temperature), we use them for all temperatures. In fact,
for high temperatures the E—v relation no longer depends sig-
ni6cantly on mo, vo. This may be seen by expanding A(P) (22b)
for small (S: A(s) (pp/wp)(s'+1), and setting s=(wp/pp)x in
(22a). Therefore we expect the numerical results to be about as
good as would be obtained if diferent vo, zoo were inserted at each
temperature.

where mp, vp are determined by minimizing the free
energy at zero temperature. ' The values used here are
&p=34 m'o=25 for a=3' &o=40 zoo=2 1 for o.=5;
t(p=5.8, wp ——1.6 for n=7 (FHIP, p. 1012) "Performing
those integrals which can be evaluated analytically we
obtain

&(&0) &0I ttlO
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These integrals are su%.ciently well-behaved that they
can be easily handled numerically. For the low-6eld
mobility we obtain

1 1 q P 1 P
&i(-',pv'c),

p Aa/'I sinh(isP) gC s.

Ipl3 Iol4 Ipl5 Ip l6 IOl" Ipls

FIG. i. The energy loss per unit distance E' (vertical axis suffered by an electron whose steady-state velocity is v' (horizontal axis)
for a coupling constant of n=3 and oscillator parameters x =2.5, v=3.4.

necessary to return to (21) and expand K/)'(() to second where
order in $. This is justi6ed for large p, where the cosa, f A 1+ (] 2/ g)( p/L2 hp p)] I} (23b)
dependence is unimportant, and for small p, where
most of the contribution to the J'dP of (14) comes for and

(&P. Thus writing E/)'(() = (1/2P)(A@+8) and per- YV

forming the J'd$, first we obtain
'Vp Pp

p i/2 I v/&2

xdg
2v' s. sinh( —,'P)

pk')48
X d& exp —

l

—A
gA&P'

g ( /)/2 —(P/2) (z k/2 1/lr)~+ /)/2 /)/2—(x k—/2+1/k)~) — (23—)-
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FIG. 2. The energy loss per unit distance E' (vertical axis) suiiered by an electron whose steady-state velocity is p' (horizontal axis)
for a coupling constant of +=5 and oscillator parameters m=2. 1, v=4.0.

where C=48/AB' and Eris the modified B'essel func-
tion of order 1. For sufficiently large velocity the rate
of momentum loss becomes 2(v2n/z') inn, the rate of
energy loss 2(v2n/e) inn, the result of perturbation
theory.

If we compare the curves for v=3, 5, and 7, we note
that apart from an over-all increase in loss due to in-
creased coupling, the threshold region shifts to lower
electron velocity. (The vertical line corresponds to the
velocity where -', mn'=A&or, or in our units v=v2. ) This
shift is a manifestation of the increase in the effective
mass of the electron resulting from the electron-lattice

coupling as discussed in I. This shift is most clearly
evident in (23a) for low temperatures: gA —+top/vp

and sP(48/AP' —1)~ (vp'/rnp' —1)/zp. While the latter
term narrows the threshold region for increasing cou-

pling, the former contracts the velocity scale v —+ npp/wp.

Thus near threshold arm(esp/wp)'=An&r, or s(mttp'/wp')&'

=poir„and mnps/tnp' is very nearly the effective electron
mass (FHIP, p. 1008).

For convenience, the scales of the graphs have been
changed from the E, v that we have used in our equations
to E', n', where E' =E(m, ) ' "/A =E/2. 75 and z'

=v/(m )'~'=u&&0.418X10M. To obtain F the force on
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FIG. 3. The energy loss per unit distance E' (vertical axis) suGered by an electron whose steady-state velocity is ~ (horizontal axis)
for a coupling constant of o.=7 and for oscillator parameters m = 1.6, v= 5.8.

the electron in eV/A and m„ the velocity in A/sec one
uses

F= (m/m, ) ' "(A(ur, ) '"E' (eV/A) (25a)

v„= (m,/m) '"(Aa) ) '"v' (A/sec), (25h)

where m, is the rest Inass of the electron, m is its fixed-
lattice effective mass, and Acoz, is the energy of the
longitudinal optical phonons in eV. We see that to calcu-
late the coupling constant n in the Frohlich model all

we need apart from m are three experimentally deter-
mined quantities —the static and optical dielectric
constants and the reststrahlen frequency.

To obtain a feel for the magnitude of the energy loss
to a lattice which we would predict based on the above,
let us consider the specific example of A1203. The optical-
phonon structure" of A1~03 is a good deal more com-

plicated than can be described with the Frohlich model:
The strongest contributions to the dielectric dispersion
correspond to modes whose longitudinal frequencies
(energies) are 0.060, 0.064, and 0.078 eV. Let us take
0.07 eV as an average Aevi, , e =3.1, and &, =9.0 and
unit eGective mass. These values give a=2.7, and the
low-temperature (temperature-independent) threshold

"A. S. Barker, Jr., Phys. Rev. 132, 1474 (1963).
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(E'=1.5 for n=3, 2.8 for n=5, and 5.8 for +=7) is
F=0.025 eV/A. (We have reduced the n=3 value by
the factor 2.7/3.0: the vo and wo change by a much
smaller percentage for these n.) If the reststrahlen of
0.12 eV which Handy' uses is more appropriate, this
would give 8=0.043 eV/A. The extent to which these
results are directly applicable to the A1203 films on
which losses of about 0.03 eV/A have been measured
may not be too clear: The films may be polycrystalline
or amorphous, the band structure may not permit the
unit mass assumption we have assumed here, the elec-
tron's velocity in the crystal is uncertain, etc. The
point is that optical-phonon scattering can indeed pro-
duce the high rate of energy loss that seems to be
present in these layers.

d—(p'/2m) =i /H, p'/2']
dt

=(F p+p F)/2m —P Rg', (26)

where

Rg" ———i{Cg*agtlr $e'~. ,p]~
—Ci,agk Le

—',p]+) . (27)

Taking the expectation value of this expression, in-
voking the steady-state limit, recalling that F is inde-
pendent of distance, and using the notational change
indicated following Eq. (7), one finds

E v=g(R~"). (28)
k

In the steady state, (28) expressed simply the balance
of the rate at which energy is acquired from the ap-
plied field and the rate at which energy is lost to the
lattice.

A more transparent and useful expression for this rela-
tion of energy transfer can be obtained from

H = i[H,H] =0, (29)

which, when expectation values are calculated and the
steady-state limit is taken, yields

@.v = —(P ~~+I t&i )
dt k

=E ~i,(R~),

(30a)

(30b)

where R& is given by (8b). (In the steady state neither
the electron kinetic energy nor the electron-lattice inter-
action energy changes with time. ) Since R& is the opera-

VI. FURTHER REMARKS

In the spirit of our method of rates, Sec. II, one can
also evaluate the operator equation for the rate of
change of electron kinetic energy:

tor for the net rate of emission of optical phonons
(emission less absorption), (30b) is seen at once to
express the balance between the rate of gain and the
rate of loss of electron energy from the field and to
the lattice, respectively. Eliminating the lattice vari-
ables as in Sec. II and approximating the expression as
in Sec. III gives the field-velocity relation

ei{cok—k v)$

d5 2 ICi
I

~~k
k 1—e

—~"k

This result agrees with (13) oddly when Es($) is inde-

pendent of t.
As a test of the consistency of our approach, this

disagreement is unfortunate. For P(2, E(E», ~(~»
(Th represents threshold), the discrepancy is not serious.
For higher temperatures, (31) goes sour: For example,
the low-field mobility tends to increase again with
increasing temperature whereas it sould continue to
decrease. The fact that (13) was obtained in two
independent ways, and that it is qualitatively correct
physically for all temperatures, velocities, and field
strengths leads us to discount but not forget the trouble
with (31).

(One could, of course, permit the electron (or effective
oscillator) "temperature" in (12) to differ from the
lattice temperature in (10d) and solve both (13) and

(31) for E and this electron temperature self-consis-
tently. This is analogous to the drifted-Maxwellian
approximation. "We did not pursue this possibility. )

There are several important qualitative features of
the behavior of the electron apparent from Figs. 1—3
which should be mentioned. First, even for very low
temperatures (large P) there is a range of velocities near
vTi, over which the electron-lattice scattering is so
severe that, as discussed in Sec. I, a quasiparticle picture
of the electron is not possible. The lifetime is so short
and catastrophic that the electronic state cannot be
viewed as decaying exponentially in time. (In fact, the
broadening is roughly two orders of magnitude larger
than the energy. ) Mott pointed out to us that under
such conditions electrons and holes in this energy region
in highly ionic materials would behave quite differently
than a rigid-lattice band-theory calculation would

predict, and, as we have just noted, a quasiparticle
approximation will not remedy this diKculty. Fortu-
nately A1203 is an extreme case, and even for most
alkali halides the troublesome region is confined to a
few tenths of an eV.

However, the scattering is not sufficiently strong that
the electron never breaks out of the polaron state. As
pointed out to us by P. M. Platzman, the electron has a
/mite apparent "mass" for all velocities. (Near v» the
large apparent Inass is dominated by resistive losses
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rather than lossless reactive coupling typical of quasi-
par ticles. )

At very low velocities and at very high velocities,
where a quasiparticle picture is valid, we expect that
the mass appropriate for Eq. (7) is a fixed lattice mass
characteristic of the band electrons at the appropriate
energy. More complicated band structures may be
simulated by Inore complicated kinetic-energy expres-
sions. However, near the threshold region where the
electron —optical-phonon interaction clearly dominates
all other interactions and the electron is well-localized
due to the magnitude of the scattering, it seems best to
use the free-electron mass in (7) as we have done in
Sec. V. Of course, if the electron —optical-phonon cou-
pling is su%ciently small, the quasiparticle picture and a
band mass may be used for all velocities.

In connection with the quasiparticle picture, one
other clarification is necessary. An electron whose
energy is less than the threshold for phonon emission
cannot emit a phonon. Hence, at sero temperature and
in the ubseece of an applied electric field, such an elec-
tron with its cloud of phonons forms an eigenstate of
the system —a quasiparticle with infinite lifetime and an
E(k) self-energy relation. '4 Such a description may be
useful in the presence of a very small applied field. How-
ever, for the strong 6elds of interest here, where the
magnitude of the gain and loss of energy is important,
the mixing of such particle states in the field Inakes
these an inconvenient basis to work with. This is most
clearly seen by noting that the motion of a particle
whose expectation velocity is below threshold but above
the linear mobility region is clearly dominated by pho-
non emissioii. )In fact, for P)2 and with increasing
velocity, the electron quickly passes from the tempera-
ture-dependent, phonon-absorption dominated, linear
field-velocity (mobility) regime to the temperature-
independent, phonon-emission dominated, nonlinear
field-velocity regime. ] In this transition region from
absorption to emission dominated transport, the electron
is simultaneously (a) rapidly acquiring translational
kinetic energy from the applied field, (b) having this
energy transformed into the thermal, kinetic energy of
the electron's relative motion and into the electron-
lattice interaction energy, and (c) finally dissipating
this energy to the lattice via phonon emission. Hence in
a quasiparticle picture, the state of interest in this
regime is some complicated combination of continuum
states (with finite lifetime) which has an expectation
velocity be/ox threshold, and not a single quasiparticle
state with a momentum corresponding to this velocity.
This precludes a simple treatment or interpretation in
terms of diagrams and illustrates the convenience in-
dicated in the introduction of treating the problem as
a single unit without separately treating the zero-field
electron state, phonon emission and absorption, and
the inhuence of the field.

'4 G. Whitheld and R. Puff, Phys. Rev. 139, A338 I,'1965),

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have treated the motion of an elec-
tron in a polarizable crystal under the inhuence of a
static electric field. Starting with the crystal in thermo-
dynamic equilibrium, the electron was injected and an
approximate expression for its subsequent steady-state
drift velocity was determined for arbitrary coupling
strength, temperature, and applied field using path
integral methods. The approximation is based on 6nding
the distribution of oscillators which would give the
best agreement between the exact 6eld-velocity de-
pendence and our result (13). We have not found a
principle to give this distribution but have reason to
believe such a principle exists. In lieu of this, we have
used the one-oscillator distribution of I which mini-
mizes the free energy at zero temperature. As we have
seen, this is sufhcient to represent all the expected
physical behavior between the velocity and rate of loss
of momentum, and, where appropriate, the energy loss
per unit distance. The numerical results obtained are
physically reasonable in view of existing experimental
results. They predict the large applied 6elds necessary
to pull the electron out of the polaron state.

In I and FHIP a correction term was also evaluated
when the inhuence function e'~ was approximated by
e'~'. That is,

eiC e es@oes(@e—C'0)— es40
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Evaluating the second term was not necessary here be-
cause the rate Eq. (8) already contained the electron-
lattice interaction in a convenient from. One might be
able to improve the accuracy of our result by including
the term Aki(C, —Co)e'@' in the calculation of (R~).
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